APA TIP SHEET

All information taken from Publication manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed. available at the Askme Desk (BF76.7 P83 2010). For additional help see the APA libguide at: LIBGUIDES.LIBRARY.KENT.EDU/APA

SOME GENERAL RULES

1. Use author’s last name and first initials (Ex: Earp, V).
2. You must list up to 7 authors on the reference list.
3. The entire paper should be double-spaced and typed using Times New Roman, 12 pt font.
4. Book and website titles are italicized and only the first word of the title, subtitle, or proper noun is capitalized.
5. Article and book chapter titles are typed without special formatting (e.g. italicized). Only the first word of the title, subtitle, or proper noun is capitalized.
6. Journal titles are italicized and retain the capitalization.

REFERENCE EXAMPLES FOR BOOKS

Book in print:

Author, A. A. (year). Title of book. Location: Publisher.


E-Books:

Author, A. A. (year). Title of book. Retrieved from URL (or doi number)


Book Chapter:

Author, A. A. (year). Chapter title. In editor (Ed), Book Title (pp.xx-xx). Location: Publisher.

REFERENCE EXAMPLES FOR PRINT ARTICLES

Print journal article that uses continuous pagination (each issue starts on the page where the last stopped):


Print journal article that does not use continuous pagination (each issue starts on page 1):


Print magazine article:


*THIS ARTICLE IS ONLY 1 PAGE LONG, THAT IS WHY THERE IS ONLY 1 PAGE NUMBER LISTED.*

Print Newspaper article:


REFERENCE EXAMPLES FOR ELECTRONIC ARTICLES

Before you cite an electronic article, you need to know if the electronic article has a doi (digital object identifier). The doi # can be found on the abstract page in the databases or on the article.

Electronic articles generally follow the same rules as print articles. However, sometimes there may not be page numbers listed (especially if the journal is only available electronically). Also, sometimes articles that are electronic are available before their print versions, this is usually noted in the reference by placing the phrase Advanced online publication, after the journal title, but before the doi.
**Journal article with a doi #**


doi:10.1080/02602938.2014.880776

**Advanced online article with a doi #**

Das, N. (2018). Intentional or unintentional, it is never alright to plagiarize: A note on how Indian universities are advised to handle plagiarism. *Perspectives in Clinical Research*. Advanced online publication.

doi:10.4103/picr.PICR_140_17

**Journal article without a doi#**

If the article does NOT have a DOI you are to use the URL of the journal/magazine/newspaper homepage. (You may need to do a web search to find this information).


**Electronic newspaper article**


INTERNET SOURCES:

Web Page:

Author A. A. (date of last update). Site title. Retrieved from URL

Kent State University. (2015, March 1). Administrative policy regarding student cheating and plagiarism.

Retrieved from https://www.kent.edu/policyreg/administrative-policy-regarding-student-cheating-and-plagiarism

YouTube Video

Author, A. A. (year, month day). Title [Video file]. Retrieved from URL

Young, A. (2016, May 1). Plagiarism: Lesson one [Video file]. Retrieved from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ly_AeHl4t5M

IN TEXT CITATIONS

APA style uses the author and date when citing sources in the text. If you include the author’s name in the narrative, you only need to include the year in parentheses. If you don’t include the author’s name in the narrative, then you put it and the year in parentheses. There is a wonderful chart on page 177 of the manual that helps to explain these rules.

Ex. Kent State University (2015) took a proactive approach to ……

Ex. …took a proactive approach (Kent State University, 2015)

Work by 1 or 2 authors:

If your article, book, or website has 1 or 2 authors you must always use both of them in your in text citations.

Ex. as has been shown (Obeid & Hill, 2017)

Work by 3, 4, or 5 authors:

If your work has 3, 4, or 5 authors, you must cite all the authors for the first in text citation. If you cite that work again you only list the first author and et al.

Ex. this was found to be true (Bidgood, Merrill, & Saul, 2017)
Ex. The testing was concluded in 1985 (Bidgood et al., 2017)

**Work by 6 or more authors:**

If your work has 6 or more authors, you must cite the first author and then use et al.

Ex. Davis et al. (1999) found that...

Ex. According to the study (Davis et al., 1999)

**Direct quotations:**

If you use a direct quotation or image in your paper you must say what page or paragraph the quotation came from.

Ex. (Obeid & Hill, 2017, p. 156)

Ex. Kent State University, 2015, ¶ 5)
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Visit all of the Kent Campus Library locations:

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
1125 Risman Drive
330-672-3456

ARCHITECTURE LIBRARY
Center for Architecture and Environmental Design, Room 110
330-672-2876

FASHION LIBRARY
Rockwell Hall, Room 131
330-672-9500

MAP LIBRARY
McGilvrey Hall, Room 410
330-672-2017

PERFORMING ARTS LIBRARY
Center for the Performing Arts, D-004
330-672-2004

WWW.LIBRARY.KENT.EDU
KENT, OHIO 44242

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA:
FACEBOOK.COM/KSULIBRARIES
TWITTER.COM/KENTSTATE_LIB
FLICKR.COM/KSULIB
BIT.LY/KSU-LIBRARIES
INSTAGRAM.COM/KENTSTATE_LIB